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Massachusetts-based cannabis analysts MCR Labs will host a virtual event on July 8

focused on cannabis extractions and concentrated products. The event, titled “What to

Expect When You’re Extracting,” will feature a panel of extraction experts discussing best

practices, recent innovations, and troubleshooting tips meant to help entrepreneurs and

industry colleagues refine their extraction and infusion processes.

“There are a lot of variables to account for with extraction that can affect the final

product,” said Kara Tracy, a lead scientist at MCR Labs. “Understanding which methods

are optimal for achieving different results and knowing how to run an extraction safely is

critical for anyone looking to work in an extraction lab.”

Tracy will join Director of Extraction at Levia Jordani Joseph, CEO of Cannabakeri Erin

Colton, Lab Director at Trade Roots Samuel Adam, and owner of Hole in The Wall

Cultivation Education Mark Huard Jr. on the panel, which will be moderated by MCR

Labs’ Business Development Manager Sohan Shen.

The event is timed to coincide with “Oil Day” or “Dab Day,” which occurs on July 10 (7/10)

and is an unofficial cannabis community holiday akin to 4/20 that is meant to celebrate

concentrated cannabis products. “We’re always looking to encourage knowledge

sharing and collaboration, and there’s no better time to spread some extraction advice

than just before Dab Day,” said Shen who helps MCR Labs’ clients with using product

testing data to improve products and processes.

“What to Expect When You’re Extracting” will take place virtually on Thursday, July 8

starting at 6 p.m. Those interested to view the event live and participate in a Q&A with the

panelists can register at the event homepage. A recording of the discussion and panelist

responses will be posted on the MCR Labs YouTube page after the event concludes.

 

About MCR Labs: MCR Labs is one of the longest operational cannabis testing

laboratories on the East coast with multiple facilities in the Northeast region. We are

ISO/IEC 17025:2017 accredited providers of analytical cannabis product testing and R&D
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services committed to assisting licensed marijuana establishments, patients, researchers,

entrepreneurs, and advocates. Our team of chemists and pharmaceutical scientists are

dedicated to advancing public health and safety through leading-edge chemical

analysis of cannabis products and offering unparalleled guidance and support for

partners, regulators, and the communities we serve. For more information visit

http://mcrlabs.com.
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